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Abstract: The evolution of Mobile Networks and Internet of Things (IoT) architectures allows one
to rethink the way smart cities infrastructures are designed and managed, and solve a number
of problems in terms of human mobility. The territories that adopt the sensoring era can take
advantage of this disruptive technology to improve the quality of mobility of their citizens and the
rationalization of their resources. However, with this rapid development of smart terminals and
infrastructures, as well as the proliferation of diversified applications, even current networks may
not be able to completely meet quickly rising human mobility demands. Thus, they are facing many
challenges and to cope with these challenges, different standards and projects have been proposed so
far. Accordingly, Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been utilized as a new paradigm for the design and
optimization of mobile networks with a high level of intelligence. The objective of this work is to
identify and discuss the challenges of mobile networks, alongside IoT and AI, to characterize smart
human mobility and to discuss some workable solutions to these challenges. Finally, based on this
discussion, we propose paths for future smart human mobility researches.
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1. Introduction
In the rise of the digital age, technology is placed at the heart of our society, from work-
ing to human mobility. The digital world impacts society positively, creating new trends
in technology. Following these trends, the important step is an ecosystem of services
and smart applications based on the interconnectivity of heterogeneous devices, namely,
the use of cyber-physical environments (CPE) in the fusion of the physical worlds and
digital. In other words, the contributions of Artificial Intelligence (AI), Internet of Things
(IoT), and new network technologies has been accelerated the digital transformation of
society [1].
Based on the growing digitalization of society, the increased density of IoT has been a
natural phenomenon. In fact, the real value of IoT comes from the information provided
by available devices and sensors. Information fusion improves estimation about the state
of things and information quality and completeness. Consequently, these activities of the
information fusion process lead to an increase in the number of connected users due to the
trust in this process and the performance and the capacity of IoT smart applications. There-
fore, so that this huge demand for interconnected devices is not compromised in terms of
performance, simultaneous connection and response time to user requests, reducing latency
to the final users and the deployed sensors, a set of requirements should be considered
like spectral efficiency, signaling efficiency, great data rate and security. This means that a
new wireless communication needs to be implemented to answer this migration. In other
words, the next mobile generation technology, such as 5G, should address many challenges
for better applications and connectivity of mobile users [2].
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The growth mobile generation technologies, including wireless communications, has
increased over recent decades [3]. In the past 50 years, each one of them has had an impact
on “mobile society” or IoT device users. For example, 1G came when salespersons had
a phone in their car so they could call orders while they were travelling. In 2G, we were
able to start sending text messages, via the short message service (SMS), to each other and
enabled phones into people’s pockets. In its turn, 3G phones were not limited to a certain
region and began working everywhere. Inter-operability between various networks was
offered using 4G. Lastly, 5G comes to increase coverage and to suit users [4].
With the development of ubiquitous wireless mobile networks and systems, different
performance requirements of smart city services, such as human mobility, can be met
due to flexibility of network. No matter where we are or what we are trying to achieve,
a high speed, reliable, and robust wireless network is the first step to build a human
mobility service. This is the backbone of all potential smart human mobility applications.
For example, these applications include geo-tagged posts from social networks [5]; tracks
from mobile phone GPS [6]; and communication records between cellular network and
phones [7]. This amount of digital data fostered several scientific productions on human
mobility behavior, such as trajectory data mining [8], and the uncovering of statistical
patterns [9]. Additionally, the data of these applications provided relevant metrics about
population mobility, i.e., when there are peaks in the number of people in the same
place or moving less (or more) than usual. These metrics open up a new dimension for
understanding human mobility behaviors.
Although ubiquitous, mobile phone data have their biases and limitations. Ordinarily,
data stream of a semi-urban or urban population might be more representative than those
living in rural areas. Popular analytical reports from large data providers show physical
distancing (mobility) metrics, but the underlying data they represent and the aggregation
methods used are typically not readily available. This scant transparency makes it hard
to know the representativeness and limitations of these data before using it for modeling.
A common framework is needed to analyze the characteristics of this disparate data and
their outputs, to allow for better comparison across human mobility metrics and easier
interpretation. On the other hand, data availability also enables human mobility forecasting
tasks, i.e, next-location prediction, crowd flow prediction, and trajectory generation [10].
Currently, the literature is promoting towards the design of deep learning (DL) solu-
tions [11,12]. They can deal more efficiently with human mobility forecasting tasks. Fur-
thermore, they can extract relevant features from the heterogeneous and big data sources,
facilitating the combination of contextual information (census data and weather data) and
mobility data (trajectories and flows). On the other hand, thanks to a large number of
recurrent neural network (RNN) algorithms, DL can capture non-linear spatio-temporal
and sequential relationships in the data. Although this work focuses on employing DL, it
also includes other prevalent prediction. For instance, adopt gravity models and spatial
equilibrium models to predict flow changes methods.
One of the advantages of smart cities is that no matter how much technology is
developed and enhanced, there is always chance to improve and reach a level that has not
yet been reached. As we have seen, IoT has an impact on society, making it hyperconnected;
mobile technology is more present than ever, anytime and anywhere, the wireless network
reaches a considerable area and AI is increasingly a partner of prediction and guidance to
the human. However, we have seen that all of them present their limitations and challenges
in terms of the development of human mobility services. Although many studies have
addressed and investigated the extent to which these technologies can be useful in human
mobility, many of them address issues in an isolated way. Thus, this extensive article
intends to bring together these different approaches, understand where we are at the level
of implementation of these technologies in the analysis of mobility behaviors of individuals
and, from them, indicate paths that can innovate human mobility services.
In this article, we discuss how important IoT, AI, and wireless network technologies
are to the success of smart human mobility applications. Thus, we study the fundamental
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requirements of smart human mobility and leverage opportunities generated by the con-
stant evolution of mobile connectivity and IoT architecture. Moreover, this study intends
to survey the level of coverage of emerging technologies, IoT architectures and cellular
networks technologies in human activity tracking. Finally, to present new smart human
mobility solutions, we discuss future directions towards new mobile technologies.
2. Fundamental Requirements of Smart Human Mobility
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) predicts a growth in the number
of devices that can communicate with each other, altering the perceived physical world
into an information and knowledge system. This evolution has led to the development
of Cloud and network/communication technologies and drives the evolution of IoT [13].
A broad range of research fields is benefiting from the data explosion caused by the IoT,
including tracking, better insights into a range of real-world problems, as well as the ability
to make critical operational decisions. Among them are those that research human mobility
using machine learning (ML) algorithms and metrics. Therefore, it should be considered
that we speak not only of human mobility research but of smart human mobility research.
2.1. Ubiquitous Networking for the Internet of Things
As the demand for mobile services increases, so do mobile wireless networks need to
increase their capacities and density of their networks especially to support IoT devices.
However, this also presents new technical challenges related to the increasing density of
wireless communications and networks. To meet this growing demand, we need to select
appropriate methods to overcome these limitations, which human mobility surveys that
track people do not call into question.
Limitations on the availability of internet access in remote areas contrast with the clear
abundance of pervasive broadband internet access in urban areas. This creates what can be
called a digital divide, that disrupts the collection of data, which can be used for human
mobility studies. The major problem is that the cost of operating such high availability
internet services in these areas is rarely economically sustainable. Figure 1 provides a
high-level approximation of wireless coverage in Europe.
Figure 1. Areas covered by Cellular and WiFi networks (based on [14]).
There are gaps in coverage that are shown by this high-level approximation. Never-
theless, actual coverage may differ from the above map and may be affected by terrain,
weather, network changes, buildings, construction work, signal strength, high-usage pe-
riods, and other factors. To overcome these challenges, new broadband wireless access
technologies to operate in both urban and rural areas are required. These technologies
should address important use cases, including applications for human mobility tracking
or human mobility forecast tasks. However, recent research has explored this subject,
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and there are several fundamental and technological challenges that should be considered
in urban or remote and rural scenarios.
2.1.1. Urban Scenario
Smart human mobility projects have been among the most actively discussed realiza-
tions, which are made possible by a purposeful and integrated IoT, data, and connectivity
approach, leveraging a mix of challenges and solutions in urban scenarios.
Data collection in smart cities is a challenge for researchers and authorities. Since the
transformation of data into information raises privacy issues, there are several barriers that
should be overcome in human mobility surveys. The data generated in these environments
is often large, and special methods to handle such large streams are required. Big data is
a term coined to gather information technology that enables this. It provides means to
handle data streams, data collection, data transformation, and information generation from
data streams. Categorizing different use cases for big data and smart cities may present
technological advantages in the planning of new R&D projects targeting high volume data
streams and smart city applications [15].
In Figure 2, the category of local preventive management depends on individual
customer data, including transport cards, call location records, and individual messages
from your service provider. The objective is to understand the root causes of citizens’
mobility problems based on data and to anticipate solutions, which increases the effi-
ciency of administration and avoids resource waste. For example, the dynamics of human
activity recorded in [16] was used to predict crimes. The category for local operational
management is based on data from local service providers, such as urban infrastructure
and company resource data. The objective is to improve the operational processes of
local governments and companies based on improving communication between resources,
infrastructure, and citizens or visitors using data. Understanding human mobility and
urban dynamics is vital for public transport operators, urban planners, and location-based
service providers [17]. The category of local network development depends on user data
to help them. This category improves the accessibility of user resource local networks
based on a better understanding of these users. For example, while most existing empirical
human mobility studies are based on location data from cell phones, [18] uses user’s call
history to record users’ locations when they receive or initiate a text message or call. Finally,
the ‘local information diffusion’ category depends on data from local service providers to
help users. It has the goal to increase efficiency and identify useful information regarding
cities, citizens and its visitors. This effort is often governed by data policies such as open
data, where data are freely available to everyone. For instance, mobility data in [19] from
Descartes Labs is available free of charge at the United States county level.
Figure 2. Categorization of use cases for big data and smart cities.
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Another challenge comes into view regarding data handling, data fusion, and infor-
mation creation in the context of smart cities. From the collection of data to the delivery
of added value information in smart cities, challenges can be identified, as illustrated in
Figure 3.
For starters, data quality management is a prerequisite for trustworthy smart city
information. This concerns aspects such as data isolation, data unavailability, data quality,
and data costs [20]. Processes of data and information fusion with the objective to integrate
different streams or sources of data inside smart cities or IoT applications is another
challenge that can be identified.
Figure 3. Challenges in transforming data into information for smart cities.
Figure 3 demonstrated different categories of data that can be collected from different
multiple sources to create higher quality information for the betterment of citizens’ lives.
Nevertheless, linking data from different sources often comes with its own challenges due
to organizational nature, data structures or interpretation. To address this problem in [21],
an architecture, mPat, is proposed to explore issues related with multi-source data applied
to the specific case of human mobility.
The third challenge is data privacy. In project [22], authors analyzed over 580 million
tweets worldwide to see how global collaborative efforts in reducing human mobility
are reflected from the user-generated information at the global, country, and USA state
scale. Nevertheless, social media data are relatively less privacy-concerning compared to
passive data-collecting approaches that include phone calls, cellular records, and smart
cards. Researchers applied methods that identified and aggregated before application.
Then, understanding the needs of citizens, visitors, and employees is another challenge.
An expert interviewed in [23] highlighted that the design and development of platforms
for big data processing should be a priority, with a focus on citizen-oriented management.
In terms of geographic information delivery methods, data should be analyzed according to
a geographic unit (e.g., region and building). For example, [24] proposes a series of standard
modifications to the models, such as using travel time instead of physical distance and
adding a multiplicative term to correct the underestimated urban-to-urban trip volumes.
Finally, designing a data-based smart city service is crucial because this task integrates all
of the outcomes from the data analytics, ideation, and information content design for a
smart city [25].
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2.1.2. Remote or Rural Scenario
Concepts such as Smart Cities and IoT are often used together, especially when talking
about next gen cities and city innovation. IoT is viewed as the underlying infrastructure
that enables the realization of a Smart City. Although urban areas are often a prime example
of the adoption of new and innovative technologies, rural and remote cities cannot be
disregarded from this new innovation cycle. There are, in fact, use cases and needs for
Smart City technology applied to remote and rural areas, and more importantly, adapted
for such reality. An IoT and mobile networks framework should be developed according
to rural needs. In the case of human mobility, it should be employed to assess human
mobility innovations that answer the needs of the different rural contexts [26]. However,
rural mobility also presents many challenges relevant to IoT application. First, remote
areas tend to lack communication network infrastructure. Second, local authorities should
be offered the right incentives to buy into IoT systems, whose upfront installation costs
are still quite expensive. The good news is that there are entities and initiatives that have
already begun to tackle these challenges. For example, [27] uses low-consumption and
long-range networks called long-range (LoRa) communications to remotely monitor the
health conditions and living standards of elder people, spread over large rural areas with
limited to no mobile network coverage. Another example can be found in [28], where
communities live in the Peru Amazon rainforest without access to communication services.
In this work, a model that is based on the notion of small rural operator (SRO) is presented.
The SRO directly targets the use case of communication needs of isolated communities
in rural areas. In [29], the Sigfox network is used to collect messages obtained between
the cities of Antwerp and Ghent granting network coverage complementing standard
communication infrastructure. Figure 4 presents a map with Sigfox transmission locations.
Figure 4. Sigfox transmission locations are indicated by red dots on the map (based on [29]).
Another typical difficulty associated with using IoT and mobile networks in rural
areas is security. The possibility of data breaches should be addressed before using IoT.
However, solutions like Bridgera IoT [30], a custom cloud platform, provides individuals
with a sense of security where the capability to locate and track people and assets in
real-time is made possible with IoT technology. Additionally, there are a lot of devices
with proprietary technology in the IoT which makes horizontal communication between
devices hard. Lack of interoperability with increasing costs is the biggest barrier to the
use of IoT in rural areas. To counter this trend, the European Union (EU) is committed to
sponsoring, new developments and research and innovation (R&D) targeting rural digital
ecosystems and service platforms, through a €30 million initiative and a new term, “smart
village” for focusing the approach to rural and remote areas [31]. The two new large-scale
pilot projects (“OrganiCity: Co-creating smart cities of the future” and “IoF2020: Internet
of Food & Farm 2020”) represent an example of how interoperability mechanisms can
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be used to link to smart villages in remote areas. Ultimately, although data protection,
privacy, and cross-border data exchange are important features that can be violated with
the extreme connectivity of IoT, some projects have been trying to find solutions for this
challenge. One of them uses five characteristics of the diffusion of innovation (DOI) theory
to explain the organization’s IoT security strategy. The study [32] suggested that the five
characteristics of the DOI theory and the awareness and security of the external factors
were critical in the factors that influenced the adoption of internet banking in South African
rural areas. Findings reveal that the intent to adopt internet banking services could be
predicted by variables directly linked to the existence of capable communications networks.
Such variables included awareness, compatibility, trialability, and security.
2.2. Metrics in Human Mobility Data Network
With the technology currently available, it is possible to combine devices with hetero-
geneous systems, such as smartphones with mobile networks (3G/4G and, in the future,
5G), Bluetooth devices, wireless networks, sensors, among others, to disseminate human
movement data and its analysis. These data holds an immense promise for understanding
human behavior on a vast scale, and with a precision and accuracy never before possi-
ble with censuses, surveys, or other existing data collection techniques. However, it is
needed to discuss challenges with existing data sources and describe metrics for measuring
human mobility.
2.2.1. Human Mobility Data Sources
Thanks to new network technologies, finding a dataset to analyze people’s mobility
is not a big concern any more. However, an effort should be made to overcome the
challenges to lead with different types of datasets, including phone call detail records
(CDR), wi-fi or radio-frequency identification (RFID), location-based social network (LBSN)
data, and global positioning systems (GPS), in order to obtain useful information from
geographical movements.
CDRs are collected by mobile network operators in the course of providing their
service and do not require the use of smartphones. Therefore, their use in research does
not preclude those from low socio-economic groups in the way that GPS data would,
for instance. This is also valuable for countries where there are no integrated infrastructures
for population census [33]. However, there are limitations that need to be taken into account
in evaluating the use of CDRs in human mobility research. For studies that require CDRs to
be collected by multiple operators, data availability, formats, and levels of aggregation vary,
and this will influence the type of analysis that can be done [34]. There is an unknown level
of discrepancy between phone owner and main user when phones are shared or bought
for another person. This can call into question the validity of study findings focusing on
particular demographics, since the extent of group representation is not known. In this
work, CDR dataset is associated with a phone that made a voice call with the locations
(latitude and longitude) of the cellular towers and reconstructs the spatio-temporal data
of a mobile phone. Our research use 311 calls or service requests in New York City from
January 2011 to December 2018 [35].
Wi-fi or RFID raises privacy issues since it collects involuntary information about
devices, that can be used to infer information about their users using the MAC addresses
and the service set identifiers (SSID) broadcasted. In addition, data collected can often
reveal the last wi-fi spots where the device was connected. Therefore, new challenges
should be dealt with, regarding the methods for analyzing the captured information which
affects the methods used for unique device counts. Nevertheless, these measures aim
to prevent the passive tracking and involuntary information capturing. To solve this
problem, the current operating systems tend to broadcast less SSIDs, and that tactic will be
more popular in the future where the only SSIDs broadcasted will be ones from hidden
networks. This is done because the access points require this information to be broadcasted,
in order to respond to the probe requests, thus still leaving an opportunity to analyze SSID
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information [36]. In the case of wi-fi, we use the historical listing of LinkNYC Kiosks that
save their location, and the status of the Link’s wi-fi, tablet, latitude, longitude, geometry
point, type of kiosk, registry date, and phone [37]. These devices are connected daily for
thousands of users within New York City. Although, the available data were collected
between January 2012 and December 2013, we consider only the user interactions from
January 2013 to October 2013.
LBSNs are location-based services that utilize location information with GPS enabled
mobile phones or devices and facilitates social networking. They not only provide location
information for social networks, additionally provide users a social structure derived from
locations that they can share ideas especially for the places, review recommendations, and
also creates knowledge of common interests, behavior, and activities from individuals’
location-tagged data [38]. However, this data type presents several important limitations.
First, the representativeness of social network data may not reflect the characteristics of the
population as a whole in terms of socio-economic status, age, gender, or race, and the repre-
sentativeness may vary geographically. In addition, the problem of representativeness can
be extensible to people left behind by the “Digital Divide” who are under-represented [39].
Second, the social network API allows access to a limited number of records [12]. Human
mobility time series computed from insufficient samples tend to have more fluctuations,
making the general pattern less recognizable and less reliable. Third, unlike the passively
collected data from mobile telephone records, smart cards, and wireless networks, so-
cial media data have their own intrinsic active nature, as users must grant permission
to share their data and determine the location accuracy of their posts, all depending on
their personal settings [39]. The LBSNs dataset selected for our work is Gowalla. It is a
location-based social networking website where users share their locations by checking-
in. The friendship network is undirected and was collected using their public API [40],
and consists of 196,591 nodes and 950,327 edges. We have collected a total of 6,442,890
check-ins of these users over the period of February 2009–October 2010. However, this
dataset stores a large amount of data and we only consider data from March 2010 to
October 2013.
GPS-derived metrics are primarily used for population-level mobility analyses. Loca-
tion data can, however, also be derived by triangulation from cell towers, from Bluetooth
interactions, and from IP addresses via wi-fi connections. GPS data sources can also be com-
plex, with multiple overlapping applications, providers, publishers, and aggregators [41].
Prerequisites to data sharing is another limitation. The benefits of using personal data
should outweigh the risks to privacy. Baselines need to be established. To compare data
with the same time window in previous years seasonal mobility patterns are important;
however, most companies or providers do not store data for such a long time because of
data retention policies. Clear communication of the baseline is important, including the
uncertainty associated with it, so that decision makers can make sense of the changes they
see in human mobility. To preserve privacy, data should be aggregated. However, policy
makers and researchers will typically request high-resolution disaggregated data. Finally,
the GPS dataset was obtained through a Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) request from
the New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission (NYCT&L). The NYCT&L display
trip data of Uber pickups in New York City [42]. This dataset consists of over 4.5 million
Uber pickups from April 2012 to September 2013, and 14.3 million more Uber pickups from
January to June 2013. For this article, we use the data from January to June 2013.
2.2.2. Human Mobility Metrics
Common data-driven human mobility metrics could be useful for observing popu-
lation mobility. They are generated from CDR, GPS, wi-fi or LBSN by data fusion and
analytics. Therefore, the following six metrics are used to comprehensively evaluate
people’s behaviors.
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• Social-based categorization: a unit of measurement that contributes to data analysis
such as unique users or unique devices. It is also related to contacts of people since it
considers ICT, recontact rate, contact duration, node density properties;
• Spatial-based categorization: a unit of measurement that categorizes the dimensions
of the user locations. For example, tile grids, GPS from POIs, or tower catchment areas
define unique locations that are visited by a user for internal analysis;
• Spatial-based aggregation: a unit of measurement that aggregates data of the regions
of interest before being shared. It also describes the size of these regions. For example,
all users in a region of interest, such as county or neighbourhood, can be aggregated
so that the metrics calculate the across population;
• Temporal-based categorization: a unit of measurement that categorises every user’s
location in specific time periods. For example, the modal location a that a user logs
data in every day;
• Temporal-based aggregation: a unit of measurement that aggregates data of all users
in a region into a time window. For example, we might be interested in the average
numbers of locations visited by users in region over the course of an 8 h time window;
• Temporal thresholds: a unit of measurement where providers may decide to calculate
locations where the user spends at least a certain amount of time, rather than to
calculate locations by top location every 8 h;
• Movement-based: a unit of measurement that results from individuals’ mobility traces.
It considers flight length, pause time, visit frequency, mean-squared distance, number
of places visited, or speed;
• Link-based: a unit of measurement that analyzes the similarities or spatio-temporal
relations of people movements. Contact duration, node density, intercontact time,
recontact rate/count, the temporal variance of node density, pairwise distance, relative
velocity are examples of this metric;
• Network performance-based: a unit of measurement that analyzes the effects of
human mobility on the performance of the networks. For example, message delay,
data loss ratio, transmission count, energy consumption are properties of this network-
related metric.
Researchers have utilized such data to understand individual human mobility pat-
terns, evaluate human mobility behaviors and explore social ties in several contexts, e.g.,
on extreme events [43–45].
2.3. Human Mobility Modeling and Prediction
The emergence and expansion of smart cities is an excellent example of the use of
the IoT and the use of AI, in which ubiquitous computing systems are collecting and
generating huge amounts of data daily that not only require a storage location, using Cloud
Storage, but also immediate processing, helping citizens take advantage of these data.
Decision support systems can also be complemented by analysis of human mobility using
DL models, such as trajectory generation (TG), next-location prediction (NLP), and crowd
flow prediction (CFP), or mathematical models such as gravity model (GM) and spatial
equilibrium model (SEM). Therefore, our work can lead with both techniques using human
mobility data network present in Section 2.2.1.
2.3.1. Challenges and Opportunities
Based on literature we discuss some challenges such as next-location prediction (NLP),
crowd flow prediction (CFP), and trajectory generation (TG). In NLP, individual’s mobil-
ity patterns, geomarketing and recommendation of friends in social network platforms
or location-aware advertisements are some areas that benefit with predicting people’s
movements [46–48]. However, it also presents many challenges because human mobility
is mainly encoded in the temporal order of the visitation patterns and characterized by a
high degree of predictability [49]. Furthermore, it can be based on other aspects, such as
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weather conditions and social contacts. Thus, NLP poses the main challenge that is the
representation of spatio-temporal characteristics of human movements.
CFP is another important task. Its challenge is to predict in a geographic region the
incoming and outgoing flows [50]. It may help mitigate or prevent massive crowds of
people streaming into a strip area and other dangerous situations [51,52]. However, CFP
presents a problem because it deals with spatio-temporal dependencies. In spatial de-
pendencies, a model should consider that an area’s out-flow may affect the in-flows of
other areas. Regarding the temporal dependencies, human movements are interpreted
by three properties: temporal trends, periodicity, and closeness. Trends are patterns that
repeat over time (e.g., working days, months, or years); periodicity consider the repetitive
relevant events (e.g., rush hours in the evening); temporal closeness highlights events that
are close in time. Moreover, these properties can be affected by external factors such as
weather conditions.
The goal of TG models is to generate synthetic trajectories using realistic mobility
patterns [53]. The synthetic trajectory model should reproduce a set of spatio-temporal
mobility patterns. This model is relevant in many applications. For example, they perform
analysis of networking protocols (e.g., mobile ad hoc networks), where network users are
exploited to route and deliver the messages [54]. However, TG models capture, simul-
taneously, the spatio-temporal of human mobility patterns. In its turn, realistic mobility
patterns should reproduce the number and sequence of visited locations together with
the time, duration of the visits, including the temporal statistics observed empirically. It
is challenging to characterize the distance heterogeneity of individuals [55], the tendency
to move within short distances [56], daily trajectories of people [57], and the number of
locations are constantly visited by individuals in time [58].
Based on previous models, advances in DL models are the most exciting in the AI
area. They present evolution in classification and prediction accuracy without the need to
use feature engineering (selection, from the raw data, of characteristics that can be used
in predictive models) associated with traditional learning supervised. Instead of being
programmed, these systems can be trained [59]. However, there are limitations in sight.
Processes require large volumes of labeled data to accurately perform complex tasks and
obtaining these large datasets can be difficult. Even when they are available, labeling
efforts require massive human resources. Furthermore, it can be difficult to know how a
mathematical model trained with deep learning arrives at a prediction, recommendation,
or decision [60]. Therefore, we present other two emerging solutions for scholars of human
mobility prediction: gravity model (GM) and spatial equilibrium model (SEM).
In its turn, GM has demonstrated a great potential for human mobility research. It
can be used as a representative model for trip generation and distribution, which are
both stages of the several steps model for human flow prediction, where it traditionally
used to predict trade flows across countries. Another gravity’s advantage lies in its ability
to use real data to assess the sensitivity of human mobility flows with respect to policy
factors we are interested in. For example, [61] discusses the application potential of the
GM in regional science and geography, and in spatial sciences in general (including trade
theory) and models international trade flows by means of these models and gravitational
gradient models, using Dutch export flows as a test case. Although the GM demonstrated
good predictive capacity, affect trade costs, and their impacts on trade flows. It can also
be applied in other kinds of applications. For example, the model can clearly explain
the spatial dynamics of infectious-disease spread. [62] incorporates trip duration into the
mechanism of disease spread, and based on this model, understand how fast and how far
a pathogen might spread in a human population.
Finally, SEM is another trend model for human activity analyses. It solves the simulta-
neous equilibria of plural regions and implies that utility levels are equated across between
two regions. [63] indicates that standard spatial equilibrium models generally do a good
job in describing the spatial distribution of economic activity and the factor prices of labour
and land, but these models also important for urban activity location and travel choices in
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large city regions that anticipate major development or restructuring. For example, [64]
consider the spatial relationship between urban green space (UGS) and human activity
intensity (HAI) important for urban planning and management, especially for ecological
construction of big cities. The spatial equilibrium revealed the spatial correlation between
UGS and HAI from the perspective of the ecosystem service (ES), processing and analyzing
the whole urban UGS and HAI. In its turn, [65] propose and calibrate a dynamic stochastic
general equilibrium (DSGE) model to understand the effect of infectious disease outbreak
on tourism. Infectious disease outbreaks, including coronavirus, greatly jeopardize the
tourism industry, given its reliance on human mobility.
2.3.2. Models and Methods
To solve NLP, some surveys have proposed various DL approaches. For example,
based on RNN technique, flashback gives a sparse semantic trajectory, predicts the next
point of interest (POI) by looking for similar trajectories in terms of temporal characteristics.
It is evaluated using social media posts from [66]. In variational attention based next
location (VANext), the use of separate encoders to represent the semantic relationships
among POIs provide historical and current trajectories in datasets [67]. DeepMove is an
RNN for mobility prediction from sparse trajectories. In addition, it embeds multiple
factors that govern human mobility, capturing complicated sequential transitions [68].
CFP implements several DL approaches. It uses local-dilated region-shifting network
(LDRSN) that consists of five modules. The first module is convolutional residual unit.
It leads local spatial dependencies. The second module uses dilated units. Dilate unit
deals with distant spatial dependencies and, being a convolution, captures the correlation
of two areas. The outputs of these two modules are forwarded and fused to two other
modules. Although one handles short-term temporal patterns, the other has long-term
temporal dependencies. The long-term module is followed by a long short-term memory
(LSTM) model. This model is evaluated on the dataset of taxis’ in New York City using
MAPE, RMSE, and MAE [52]. Deep spatio-temporal with irregular convolutional residual
network (DST-ICRL) combines LSTMs with convolutional residual units. Similarly to
spatial-temporal dynamic network (STDN), DST-ICRL uses three pipelines to uncover
different time series and spatio-temporal dynamics. In the experiments, in [69], the au-
thors evaluated the flows from mobile phone data, taxi trajectories data, metro or bus
swiping data, and bike-sharing data. Other authors use ConvLSTMs to characterize the
spatio-temporal dependencies. For example, they take as input a spatial and temporal
sequence composed of the number of bicycles in an area. [70] denotes the spatio-temporal
dependency, representing the demand for picking up or returning public bikes. The metrics
used for the evaluation are the RMSE and the MAE.
In TG, we can highlight several projects. Being a model-free GAN framework,
MoveSim model domain knowledge of human mobility regularity. For example, [71]
conducts experiments on two real-life mobility datasets (i.e., mobile operator and GeoLife-
GPS), demonstrate that our framework outperforms seven state-of-the-art baselines signifi-
cantly in terms of improving the quality of simulated mobility data by 35%. This model is
evaluated based on a set of attributes, such as the radius of gyration, number of locations
visited daily, G-rank represented in a trajectory dataset. [72] presents a generative model
called sequential variational autoencoder (SVAE). This model is based on the combination
of two models: LSTM and variational autoencoder (VAE). It combines the ability of LSTMs
to process sequential data with the ability of VAEs to construct a latent space that cap-
tures salient features of the training data. Then, in data processing, the generative model
forces the input trajectories to have fixed timestamps. Lastly, the authors evaluate the
SVAE through the mean distance error (MDE). In its turn, Yin et al. [73] trains GAN-based
framework to generate density distributions using two datasets extracted from MoMo and
taxis in San Francisco. The framework was measured using mean absolute error (MAE),
mean squared error (MSE), root mean squared error (RMSE), and mean absolute percent
error (MAPE).
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The original GM applied in analysis of population included only two variables: popu-
lation size and spatial distance [74]. Since then, many studies added other variables such
as age, politics, income, education, and so on in model. The gradual incorporation of
these factors into the model is contributing in explanation of migration phenomena [75–77].
For example, a GM describing the spatial interaction is used to predict migration between
cities [78]. It was also used to predict the observed movement patterns to control malaria
transmission in Africa. A study concluded that model movement rates between pairs of
locations increase with population size and decrease with distance [79]. Other works also
seek to understand what are the best parameters to use to obtain the best predictions of
human mobility with this model. For example, [80] concluded that appropriate choices
of input data and fitted parameters improves the predictive power of spatial interaction
models like GM.
According to Samuelson [81], in the financial point of view, SEM adds the consumer’s
and the producer’s surplus to provide a market equilibrium might be obtained by maxi-
mizing the net social payoff function (NSP). This model assumes that consumption and
production in two different areas connected by a transportation network satisfy based on
equilibrium two conditions:
• With C, the P is equal to the TC plus the SP;
• Without C, the P is lower than the TC plus SP.
where C is commercialization between pair of markets, P is price, TC is transportation cost
and SP is supply price. Inspired model by SEM, Roback analyzes how economic agents
locate through space [82]. However, [83] improved this standard SEM. Besides the mobility
is determined by preference shocks for locations, such as Moretti [84], he also moved
costs that are origin-destination dependent. All these transportation science and spatial
economics approaches are fundamental to predict human mobility fluxes between locations.
As we mentioned, the DL algorithms of our work use large volumes of data to learn
complex patterns about the movements of people. Their predictive models reveal if the
entity is operating within acceptable parameters or is exhibiting an anomaly. Moreover, it
requires diverse training data—collected across multiple time frames-to make algorithmic
assessments more real-world and accurate. However, to broaden and enrich the correlations
made by algorithms, it needs data from diverse open-source datasets.
For the GM and SEM to be estimated, it is also necessary to merge databases from
different sources. The large size of the typical database of a gravity model is due to the
basic principle that even if the researcher is interested only in the factors influencing a
particular trading relationship the effect should be measured based on a gravity equation
estimated for all countries, not just the countries involved. In addition, these equations can
be estimated for either cross-sections or panels of locations.
Both machine learning and mathematical models researcher should choose the best
attributes to apply in models, denying the involvement of the remaining variables of the
dataset. Another difficulty related to building a database for these models that data from
a variety of different data sources have to be merged in a single database. Since data
may be available in different formats or classifications, the researcher needs to organise
this information.
3. Human Mobility Research in Evolution Mobile Network
The scientific value of observing human mobility has long been applied in a variety
of disciplines. This value is growing in parallel with the evolution of mobile network
infrastructure. In fact, the ability of a device to communicate with others and its massive
adoption by people demonstrated interconnectedness. Moreover, people stopped being
merely passive objects where they operate, but rather agents who make choices about where
to spend their time and who modify those places through their presence and activities.
Therefore, we should highlight the evolution of mobile communication infrastructures in
human mobility research.
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3.1. Human Mobility Research from 1G to 4G
Mobile phone tracking has been the subject of research that has expanded rapidly over
the past decades as an array of scientific applications have become technologically and so-
cially feasible. Additionally, it is one that offers some huge benefits over the more traditional
methods of people counting, such as overhead cameras, thermal sensors, and laser beams.
Whilst smartphone tracking technology is currently applicable in many surveys, it was not
always like this. Therefore, Table 1 presents the metrics (represented in Section 2.2.2) used
for the human mobility models along with mobile systems growth.
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First generation (1G) was developed to communicate with the mobile phones through
the network of distributed transceivers. Started in 1974 and completed in 1984, its ar-
chitecture was based on an advance mobile phone service (AMPS) and total access com-
munications system (TACS) technologies. 1G networks only allowed voice calls to be
made, suffered from reliability and signal interference issues, and had limited protection
against hackers. In addition, they enabled brief conversations that were limited to a few
people for professional purposes. These network limitations were managed from a better
understanding of human mobility models. Thus various network-related metrics, such
as data loss ratio, transmission count, or energy consumption were considered for the
management of this mobile network infrastructure. However, there is a need for a more
developed system leading 1G to evolve to 2G [3].
The next generation of mobile networks, 2G has driven the general packet radio
service (GPRS), similar to the global system for mobile communication (GSM), with a few
refinements which gave it higher data speeds, and enhanced data rates for GSM evolution
(EGPRS). EGPRS was an evolutionary upgrade and enhancement to 2G and 2.5G GPRS
networks through 1990 to 2003. During 2G cellular phones, some significant features were
included, like short message service (SMS), picture messages, voice or image messages
(MMS), and to improve communication between users, multiple access techniques are
used, i.e., time division multiple access (TDMA), code division multiple access (CDMA),
and frequency division multiple access (FDMA). In this mobile network, low-level events
coming from the network, such as location and cell updates, and calls set-up can be
aggregated using triangulation of the position of each mobile equipment. Consequently,
these position algorithms make that 2G gives relevant contributions to determine human
mobility patterns based on the several and anonymous sources of information [85].
From 2003 to 2008, 3G provided services with the ability to transfer simultaneously
both non-voice data (e.g., exchanging email, downloading information, or instant mes-
saging) and voice. This standard is basically a smooth evolutionary path of 2G systems.
Some of the 3G standards include universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS)
(3GSM), that is by the third generation partnership project (3GPP), high-speed downlink
packet access (HSDPA) which provides a linear enhancement path for UMTS-based 3G net-
works. This improvement allows higher data transfer speeds, and others protocol networks
like wideband code division multiple access (W-CDMA), freedom of mobile multimedia
access (FOMA), generic access network (GAN/UMA), high-speed uplink packet access (G-
HSUPA), and time division-synchronous code division multiple access (TD-SCDMA) [86].
This mobile network provides data to survey people’s behavior patterns in cyberspace
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and the physical world in terms of human mobility patterns. In addition, spatial-temporal
data of 3G links cyberspace and the physical world and then contribute to investigate their
links with urban functional areas. In other words, from 3G information we are able to
investigate how people behave in cyberspace and the physical world, and we further our
understanding of people’s behaviors by linking them, for example, with social context.
The speed of the 3G network quickly became insufficient as technology and smart-
phones evolved. Despite enabling any mobile device to use a wi-fi hotspot and connect, via
dongle, to internet access through a computer, the 4G drastically improved data transfer
speeds. Around the year 2010, 4G was split into two categories 4G and 4G LTE (referred
to as just LTE). 4G had even better quality for voice calls as the data transmitted in the
pure packet form due to orthogonal frequency division multiplexing or multiple access
(OFDM/OFDMA) technique. In this generation, operators collect a ton of spatio-temporal
data which enable location analytics to be applied in a wide range of applications, such
as in human mobility by identifying how subscribers are moving across a given area (e.g.,
most visited location), call detail records data from mobile operators, GPS or wi-fi-based
data from location-based social networks, third-party mobile apps data such as Twitter,
Facebook or Uber, and so on. Besides that, it opens the door to monetize human mobile
data by selling location intelligence insights to third parties [87].
3.2. 5G Mobile Network to Explore Human Mobility
5G opens a new era in mobile communication technology. This new communication
standard combines different flows between terminals and other technologies which access
via different wireless technologies at the same time. Although 1G, 2G, 3G, and 4G have
played an important role so far, 5G is able to really connect the entire world without limits.
Therefore, this broad and fast digital connection provides a platform for every academy
and industry to boost innovation projects in human mobility.
3.2.1. Components of 5G Physical Infrastructure
Service-driven 5G network architecture aims to meet diversified mobile service re-
quirements. It broadens cloud access, core networks, transport and support the underlying
physical infrastructure using network functions virtualization (NFV) and software-defined
networking (SDN). For better support of diversified 5G services the cloud adoption presents
as an efficiently and flexibly solution. In addition, it enables the key technologies of E2E
network slicing (E2ENS) by the component-based network functions, and on-demand
deployment of service anchors. The transport network consists of SDN controllers and
underlying forwarding nodes. SDN controllers generate a series of specific data forwarding
paths based on network topology and service requirements. This network architecture also
manages network resources and implements E2E automatic slicing (E2EAS).
As Figure 5 shows, E2ENS is a key to evolution and support in diversified 5G services.
Based on SDN and NFV, physical infrastructure of 5G network architecture consists of
sites and three-layer DCs, i.e, Central Office DC (CODC), Local DC (LDC), and Regional
DC (RDC). Sites deploy cloud RAN real-time (RT) functions in the form of pico, micro,
and macro base stations using multiple modes like 5G, LTE, and wi-fi. However, these
functions require real-time and high-performance, computing capability, and inclusion of a
specific dedicated hardware platform. In its turn, three layer cloud DC consists of storage
and computing resources. The CODC is closest in relative proximity to the base station
side. The second layer is the LDC, and the upper layer is the RDC. Each layer of cloud DCs
is connected through transportation network infrastructure.
3.2.2. Open Challenges and Human Mobility Research Directions
5G technology has already been deployed. Currently, we can estimate the revenue
opportunities and its value associated with use cases in human mobility research. We rely
on a number of key sources supported by a set of properties.
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In the signaling performed within the core network (CN), a property of SDN, should be
optimized for handover and re-routing purposes enabling more better support, scalability
and performance to human mobility. Moreover, a faster and efficient CN signaling is only
possible using AI techniques like machine learning [88]. Here, by efficiency, we imply
that CN signalling presents an optimized and reduced cost in transmission, processing,
and other related metrics.
Figure 5. Physical infrastructure of the 5G network architecture (based on [29]).
5G serves different human mobility profiles. Users can effectively access different
properties like services or networks with differing loads. For example, to help cater to the
different 5G network slices according to their human mobility demands, and avoid the
sub-optimal one size fits all approach can be helpful to adopt independent strategies for
the various network slices [89]. Moreover, this slice-based strategies enable better network
mobility management and quality of service (QoS) provisioning for 5G networks.
Device-to-device (D2D) works by identifying the human mobility models, individual
traces, and features of different human mobility research directions, concerning D2D
communication applications in real-life scenarios. For example, 3GPP Release-13 supports
communication with devices in clusters, formalizing D2D cluster. Thus, through relaying
strategies for CP/DP information can enhance the performance of the devices within the
network in such clusters. Beyond this extension of CP-DP capabilities of the current D2D
framework, policy-based methods also prevail in 5G and B5G networks taking into account
the presence of D2D communications and other scenarios between user and device.
User mobility trends or network load are parameters that enable the learning network
to plan effective human mobility strategies for 5G and B5G networks. Furthermore, these
dynamic network environments distribute human mobility functionality throughout the
network, consequently alleviating congestion issues. Note that network functions virtual-
ization (NFV) and software-defined networking (SDN) facilitate fast switching, while the
user–device transits through the network, facilitating network programmability. Further-
more, these service migration strategies of 5G will greatly enhance the QoS at the same
time that users crossover to another public land mobile network (PLMN) and lead to a
change in the edge cloud that serves them during human mobility [90].
4. Emerging Technologies in Human Mobility
Although neither mobility nor the IoT are new to the business and academic scene,
mobile devices are increasingly ubiquitous and IoT has driven an increase in the number
of connected devices on the network edge, which creates more traffic across the enterprise
network core. To prepare for this increase in traffic, there is a need to invest in connectivity.
This higher demand for better connectivity has, in turn, propelled the advancement of
emerging network technology. Thus, we should address the impact of human mobility and
IoT on mobile networks and outlines how businesses, and academics can prepare those
networks for human mobile and IoT growth.
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4.1. The Impact of Human Mobility and IoT on Mobile Networks
It is undeniable that the IoT and mobile networks in human mobility research is
an emerging research area that encouraging numerous exciting solutions to many prob-
lems encountered in numerous domains. However, we should be aware of the several
human mobility and IoT challenges and solutions with emerging technologies, devices
and applications.
First, the steady increase in mobile device usage means greater demand for bandwidth
on existing networks. The challenge here is to design mobile-ready networks that ensure
any device in the indoor and outdoor environments has adequate network resources even
when connected wirelessly. With hackers becoming even more savvy and the number
of vulnerable endpoints growing, device management and securing those endpoints has
become a very real challenge. Establishing a security policy that accounts for all devices on
a network for every user can be complicated and difficult to enforce. For human mobility
research preparing their networks for the future, mobile security should be at the top of
the priority list.
Then, IoT has already proven itself a disruptive advancement in technology, trans-
forming the ways people live and work by connecting almost anything from microwaves
to doorbells to the internet, gathering data for surveys and making user’s lives easier.
The problem for human mobility researchers, however, is that the end user’s IoT services
are created with little regard for enterprise networks, especially when it comes to cyber
security. Additionally, to capitalize on the benefits of IoT while maintaining secure and
efficient operations, the infrastructures networks should be updated.
Naturally, network performance becomes a main concern in light of all this. Although,
typically, data are collected from endpoints and sent to the home server or data center for
processing, in IoT this does not work when dealing with vast amounts of data. The volume
of human mobility data can be overwhelming and put a great deal of pressure on an net-
work infrastructure. Therefore, the mobile network should be rethought to its foundation
in order to improve performance and security while supporting disruptive technologies
like IoT.
4.2. Integration of Emerging IoT Communication Technologies
As with any emerging technologies, IoT and human mobility bring with them a slew of
complications to overcome in terms of the wireless wide area networks (WWAN). To solve
it, low power wide area networks (LPWAN) have been a popular low-rate long-range radio
communication technology. Sigfox, LoRa, and 3GPP, i.e., extended coverage GSM (EC-
GSM), long term evolution for machines (LTE-M), and narrowband IoT (NB-IoT), and are
the three leading LPWAN technologies that compete for large-scale IoT deployment. Thus,
LPWANs and WLANs are fundamentally changing the IoT landscape [91].
Since human mobility environments require devices mobility within similar or hetero-
geneous LPWAN technologies, supporting mobility refers to ensure the delivery of data on
demand and during movement. In other words, the challenges of using IoT in the human
mobility research is based on admitting that good network connectivity between devices is
essential for communication works well. They must be able to communicate their positions
during human movements. Thus, human mobility in this context is defined as the act of
moving between gateways (GW) of different technologies and operators. Therefore, it is
expected that devices may support more than one technology to achieve timely delivery of
human movements information.
In Figure 6, we compare LPWAN technologies and different mobile phone generations
by six specific indicators: coverage, spectrum bandwidth, number of base station, power
consumption, penetration, and latency. All of them are measured from 0 to 5; it can be
clearly seen which technology is best in which position. For each indicator, the value 5
is assigned to the technology that has the highest value. The chart has two line series, all
coloured differently, one stands for a type of technology; six ticks mean six indicators.
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Figure 6. Qualitative perspective analysis between emerging technologies and traditional cellular.
Although cellular networks require high-band spectrum, installing of the base station
and high power consumption, the indicators as coverage, penetration, and latency are the
primary drivers for LPWAN applications. However, coverage, energy consumption, cost,
and battery life are different characteristics that LPWAN solution may involve significant
trade-offs. In addition, they support a plethora of devices in heterogeneous environments
with varying expectations. Hence, LPWAN solutions may be customized to cover human
mobility applications.
As we mentioned, LoRa, Sigfox, and 3GPP (EC-GSM, LTE-M, and NB-IoT) are the
major competitors in the LPWAN space. The end goals of both three technologies are very
similar: mobile network operators adopt their technology for IoT deployments over both
city and nationwide low power wide-area networks (LPWAN). Although the business
models and technologies behind Sigfox, LoRa Alliance, Sigfox, and 3GPP companies are
quite different, they use unlicensed communication technologies. In Table 2, we summarize
the properties and technical aspects of LoRa, Sigfox, and 3GPP.
LoRa or LoRaWAN networks are an open ecosystem, with strong security specifica-
tions, enabling bi-directional communication with focus in capacity, scalability, and op-
timization for mobility. They present an architecture fault-tolerant and high availability,
including a redundant platform. Moreover, LoRa Alliance is creating business efficiencies
and improving lives around the world. For example, [92] explores the resource of these
networks to monitor fuel tanks used by supply companies. Fill level and other valuable
data of these tanks are sent over LoRaWAN networks.
Table 2. Overview of LPWAN technologies: LoRa, Sigfox, and 3GPP.
Parameter LoRa SigFox EC-GSM LTE-M NB-IoT
Range <15 Km <50 Km <15 Km <11 Km <15 Km
Max peak
data rate 50 kbps 100 bps 74 kbps 1 Mbps 250 Kbps
Maximum
coupling loss 157 dB 153 dB 164 dB 160 dB 164 dB






Band TDMA/FDMA OFDM OFDM
Autonomy >10 years >10 years >10 years >10 years >10 years
Standardization LoRa-Alliance
Sigfox Company 3GPP 3GPP 3GPP
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Although the Sigfox network business model is differentiated by its top-down ap-
proach. Some properties of this network are the cloud server, endpoints software, and
the back-end data. Although, the company owns all of these technologies, manufacturers
like STMicroelectronics, Atmel, and Texas Instruments have been taking advantage of
the fact its an open market for the endpoints and implementation of cost-effective IoT
and machine-to-machine (M2M), producing Sigfox radios. However, as the company has
exclusive arrangements with network operators, if they work together, only one Sigfox can
be deployed in an area [93].
Finally, 3GPP is another emerging technology that defines standards for 5G. Currently,
it is made up by different groups, i.e., EC-GSM, LTE-M and NB-IoT which each with a
specific focus area. EC-GSM improved security, privacy, and data integrity compared to
GSM/EDGE, as well as presents a low cost compared to GSM/GPRS. It can be deployed via
software, thereby guaranteeing widespread coverage and accelerated upgrade, benefiting
the mobile network features [94]. LTE-M is another component of the 3GPP structure.
It reuses existing LTE base stations and supports features such as multicast, higher data
rates, positioning, and mobility for inter-frequency measurements [95]. In its turn, NB-
IoT has a lower cost than LTE-M. Mobility support, reduced bandwidth and data rate,
and further protocol optimizations are main simplifications. With the last upgrades, it
enhanced positioning for inter-frequency, consumption and latency reduction, improving
service [96]. All these groups give a positive contribution to objectives for many works,
encouraging new service and application development in human mobility [97–99].
5. Cellular Networks Technologies
Based on previous sections, 5G generation of cellular mobile communications rev-
olutionizes communication systems by highly improved network characteristics. It has
been designed and optimized for massive spectrum, local offload, advanced coding, and
modulation and for utilizing emerge small cell wireless technologies (i.e., LoRa, SigFox,
and 3GPP) to improve human mobility coverage. However, this coverage range was not
the same in other generations of mobile networks. Thus, in order to better understand
the point at which we are at the level of coverage brought by 5G together with emerging
technologies and which allows a wide study of human mobility, we should compare it to
previous wireless generations.
5.1. Coverage Human Mobility Comparison
The properties of 5G technology improve the QoS, mainly, when large numbers
of machines or devices make extensive use of the mobile network. Additionally, these
properties provide a good fit for IoT applications. These two benefits can be realized
easily in populated areas. Thus, human mobility researchers should focus their research
generally only on populated events like music concerts, stadiums, and arenas, and other
conventions. For example, in [100], large office towers, such as the Empire State Building,
in the USA, or 54-story Mori Tower in Tokyo’s Roppongi Hills district, are where thousands
of employees work during the week. In many rural households, these 5G deployments
improvements do not just extend to phones and tablets—household Internet access via
cellular broadband is increasingly common. However, as shown in Figure 7, it was not
always so due to the limitations of the coverage range of different mobile networks.
Several human mobility measures indoor or outdoor can be done based on proximity
area. Ref. [101] is one such outdoor measure and uses RFID technology. Being RFID an
automated identification and data capturing technology that identifies objects without a
line of vision and greater reading distance, this work estimates the count of passengers at
bus stops, in buses, as well as supply additional buses at required crowded spots. Authors
also presents vision-based technique, an alternative for people counting systems. Another
idea widely used in human mobility applications to indoor location tracking is also based
on RFID. From this technology, ref. [102] proposed an indoor tracking method that enables
navigating visually impaired people. It determines a user’s location based on the Bayesian
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decision theory considering as an observation vector the signal received by RFID readers.
However, the localization error is large because the sensing range of active tags is too
far. Therefore, other WPANs technologies that covers a larger area is needed: Bluetooth
and Zigbee.
Figure 7. Wireless landscapes.
Bluetooth low energy (BLE) has several benefits such as small size, low cost, and
power, and high security. There are several recent research works dedicated to localization
systems based on this technology. Beyond exchanges information between devices, BLE
provides new opportunities to explore positioning. In [103], researchers study how BLE
beacons radio signals can be used for indoor location scenarios, as well as their human
mobility tracking precision. In an outdoor context, Zigbee is promising to be of lower cost
in comparison with BLE. It is also characterized as low-power consumption, with low data
rate, so-called close proximity wireless personal area network (WPAN). In [104], authors
identify the existing privacy-preserving solutions, focusing on decentralized methods,
and analyzing them in the context of human mobility tracking and proximity detection
via mobile device-based localization. One of the drawbacks of using WPAN is operated
in a limited area or a personal space around a user. In order to overcome this limitation,
human-mobility based surveys can adopt wireless local area network (WLAN).
WLAN has become crucial in indoor positioning. It meets increasing demands for
location-based services by ubiquitous connectivity and leveraging the IoT. Moreover, it
is essential to determine accurate wireless indoor location information. To deal with
all these challenges, for example, ref. [105] uses wi-fi system to data-driven approach
that models indoor human mobility at multiple spatial scales, extracting human mobility
trajectories from smartphone digital traces. On the other hand, many applications in
outdoor environments, such as urban planning, epidemic, and traffic modeling understand
human mobility using data collected from WLAN. This communication network enables
researchers to found that human mobility can be regular and predictable in outdoor
environments [106]. However, it has a limited area to cover and need wireless access points.
Then, WLAN by using mobile telecommunication cellular network technologies an even
larger area was possible to cover.
1G, 2G, 3G, 4G LTE, and 5G for both indoor and outdoor environments in human mo-
bility researchers were incorporating major requirements, such as inter-operability between
various networks, devices and moving bigger data volume resulting from human tracking.
They are some of the QoS indicators that are becoming increasingly acceptable. In addition,
they could allow for seamless integration of devices and higher speed connectivity on a
scale never achieved before. Thus, these mobile networks provide more contributions to
implement smart human mobility services where researchers propose cutting edge tech-
nologies such as advanced big data analytics (AI/ML). In its turn, emerging technologies
(i.e., LoRa, SigFox, and 3GPP) came to further confirm the bet on this type of services.
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5.2. User Mobility and Data Rates
All technologies mentioned in Section 5 capture information about user travel at any
mobility profile (i.e., fixed or pedestrian). Figure 8 shows that x-axis indicate data rates
supported by different cellular access standards and y-axis refers to nature of mobility
of the user. Besides, in this visual comparison, we can see that all technologies support
high-speed networking. From 1G to the recent 5G, users in fixed and pedestrian profile
offer increased data rates, whereas in wi-fi, better data rates are possible but serve only
pedestrian users.
Figure 8. User mobility versus data rates.
Nonetheless, certain challenges in the cellular network technologies and Internet
of Things still remain that concern mostly the data rate greater, accessibility, mobility,
and reliability. The business aspect of these technologies is flourishing and promising as
were the previous generations. In other words, they will be financially beneficial to the
economy no matter how successful its technical aspects become. Step by step, users will
have to update their devices, or they will have to purchase a device that is compatible
with these communication technologies, which produces a high financial turnover for
the telecom industry and revives this business every decade. However, the telecom
community’s experience shows that the success of each new generation will be achieved
more slowly on a step-by-step basis than the success of its business aspects.
6. Conclusions
The rapidly emerging concepts of mobile network are paving the way to achieve the
goal in smart human mobility combining several smart devices, IoT and AI. Initially, this
article explores the fundamentals of this idea and provides modern research to monitor
and analyze social network topology, spatial distribution, and individual’s movements in
urban and remote or rural scenarios. Additionally, based on a deep understanding of corre-
lations between these scenarios and spatio-temporal distribution results in a geographical
localization, we leverage a set of human mobility data sources and metrics.
Human mobility data and metrics are relevant to a wide array of applications. The re-
sults of these applications based on human mobility correlations are expected to inspire
strategies to understand and predict human behavior, creating new smart applications and
improve existing processes. Furthermore they should include better understandings of
information spreading by individuals, improving the network of technological sources of
this information like routing protocols and wireless capability. For instance, in making a
better prediction of human mobility, we should not only consider the AI model but also
the available mobile network that obtains the data. The network dynamics can be the key
to collect human interactions with several devices. Therefore, understanding of human
movement leads to new information diffusion models across wireless complex networks in
the geographical space.
Apart from the huge advantages of IoT, AI, and communications networks, some as-
sociated challenges (such as, security, reliability, and big data) and their proposed solutions
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were also presented in this article. Furthermore, this paper has reviewed the exceptional
features of 1G to 5G cellular network technology emerging with IoT as the next-generation
network for supporting the new human mobility requirements. More precisely, detailed
information on the role of the 5G cellular network in the progress of IoT and human
mobility is delivered. Additionally, some of the problems and solutions associated with
this mobile generation were discussed in this study.
Emerging technologies like LoRaWAN, Sigfox, and 3GPP with efficient energy op-
erations, large number of low-cost devices, wide coverage, and a comparatively narrow
range of bandwidth were also discussed. These LPWAN solutions are a powerful approach
to human traceability. They provide an effective framework and context for carrying out
trade-offs for implementations. This paper identifies the gaps and assesses the suitability
of LPWAN implementation for human mobility applications. Additionally, it emphasizes
a set of solutions like EC-GSM, LTE-M and NB-IoT including developing or updating
solutions of these technologies.
We also discuss some of the analysis associated with the human mobility coverage
of cellular networks technologies. The upcoming 5G cellular technology is expected to
power brand-new applications as its key strength is in the coverage area of user mobility
significant improvements in performance and scalability. The future is likely to entail
hybrid network solutions with co-existence of personal area networks (PAN), local area
network (LAN), wireless wide area networks (WWAN), and LPWANs.
The theoretical contribution of this work brings the most recent scientific and techno-
logical bases in the area of human mobility in smart cities. The existing literature shows
that various projects (using or not AI) are trying to implement the smart human mobility
in cities. These projects have been developed with sophisticated communication technol-
ogy, using crucial human mobility metrics for implementation in urban areas, as well as
the most appropriate AI algorithms. Although, this increasing sciences activities in the hu-
man mobility sector has leaded to smart human mobility improvements, they approaches
the different technological and scientific components without the perception that there
is a set of available technologies in smart cities. Therefore, in this work is harmonized
these smart cities and human mobility concepts, so that developing and approaching smart
human mobility concept would be easier. Further steps on this research manifests as adjust-
ing these indicators, technologies, and models to most recent methodologies, developing
sustainable smart human mobility plans for each city.
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